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                 The Assignment (1–2 pages): Describe the SafeAssign report for your Assignment from Week 2 o Provide the Similarity Index. o List the source that constitutes the highest match with your written work.                The Assignment (1–2 pages): Describe the SafeAssign report for your Assignment from Week 2 o Provide the Similarity Index. o List the source that constitutes the highest match with your written work.

                7/18/2020 Originality Report https://class.waldenu.edu/webapps/mdb-sa-BBLEARN/originalityReport/ultra?attemptId=6e3bef23-bfd3-4763-ad2f-d6268a523403&course_id=_16706 … 1/2 % 22 SafeAssign Originality Report FPSY-6002-11,Foundation of Grad Stdy Psyc.2020 Summer Qtr 06/01 … •SafeAssign Drafts % 22 Total Score : Medium risk Jamiah Riddick Subm ission UUID : b230400a -a c1e -a 30f -44a a-2e d1857e 6346 Total Number of Reports 1 Highest Match 22 % Submission_Text.html Average Match 22 % Submitted on 06/27/20 09:04 AM EDT Average Word Count 364 Highest : Submission_Text.html % 22 Attachment  1 Internet  (2) purina stinkfree Top sources  (2) Excluded sources  (0) Source Matches  (5) stinkfree 62 % purina 93 % View Originality Report - Old Design Word Count : 364 S ubm ission_T ext .ht ml 2 1 2 purina 1 stinkfree Relationship between Facts and Opinions Dogs are better pets to keep. I have owned a dog for several years, and I like it—dogs as pets, which are attractive. My pet possesses big eyes and hair, which is curly, and she is liked by most individuals. Some individuals like dogs that have sharp teeth and big muscles. Dogs relate well to individuals. My dog observes everything that I do, and it wanders around the house with me. Some dogs enjoy being played with and to be petted, and only a few dogs do not love to be played with. My dog protects me against anything that it views as a threat.  Dogs have noses that are wet and helps them to sense scents (Payne, Bennett & McGreevy, 2015). Newfoundland is lifeguards that are amazing. Only dogs that can hear Beatles songs to the end and no other animal can. During the titanic sinking, three dogs survived. The sense of smell of Bloodhound can be utilized as evidence in law courts (McCormack et al., 2016). The dog which is considered to be the tallest is 44 inches in height. The Basenji dogs yodel instead of barking.  A cheetah cannot beat a Greyhound in a long distance. Only 70% of Dalmatians are not deaf in one of their ears. The oldest breed of the dogs is the Saluki.  The diﬀerence between the two paragraphs is that the ﬁrst paragraph gives the ideas or rather my opinion about my dog, while the second paragraph gives the characteristics of diﬀerent dogs that are known by everyone and cannot be debated, for example, "dogs have wet noses." Ciampaglia (2015) asserts that a fact refers to something that can be conﬁrmed or proved to be real like the earth is round which can be proven from the pictures taken from satellites while according to Cappellini et al. (2017), opinions gives the feelings, thoughts or beliefs about a thing and it cannot be proven as real because it depends on the thoughts or feeling of an individual or a group. The ﬁrst paragraph gives an opinion about my dog while the second paragraph gives facts about dogs, which can be proven. 1 2 1 2 1 1 Student paper Newfoundland is lifeguards that are amazing. Original source Newfoundlands are amazing lifeguards 2 Student paper During the titanic sinking, three dogs survived. Original source Three dogs survived the Titanic sinking 7/18/2020 Originality Report https://class.waldenu.edu/webapps/mdb-sa-BBLEARN/originalityReport/ultra?attemptId=6e3bef23-bfd3-4763-ad2f-d6268a523403&course_id=_16706 … 2/2 stinkfree 64 % purina 82 % stinkfree 75 % 1 Student paper The dog which is considered to be the tallest is 44 inches in height. Original source The tallest dog in the world is 44 inches tall 2 Student paper A cheetah cannot beat a Greyhound in a long distance. Original source A Greyhound could beat a Cheetah in a long distance race 1 Student paper The oldest breed of the dogs is the Saluki. Original source The Saluki is the oldest dog breedss,s, 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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